CHAPTER 1:
CULTURE AND THE INDIVIDUAL

Given that individuals find themselves in different social contexts in
different areas of their lives, the interesting question is how they cope
with this situation. Is there a strain towards consistency of the
individuals or do individuals compartmentalize the rival ways of life?
The challenge for future research lies in specifying the conditions under
which one is more likely than the other.
- Cultural Theory by Thompson, Wildavsky & Ellis (1990, p.266)

This thesis is an investigation of some central and unclear aspects of cultural
theory1 . The role of context and its relation to cultures and the individual is still an
open question in cultural theory. My questions are simply, do we as individuals have
one - and only one - cultural bias, several cultural biases that are sequen tially
organized, or several cultural biases that are synthesized together in the individual?
Within cu ltural theory there e xists an interna l debate abo ut the relations hip

1

Just for clarification, I will use cultural theory, capitalized o r not, to refer to th e grid-group theory in its
general form as put forth by Mary Douglas, Aaron Wildavsky, Michael Thompson, Richard Ellis, Karl Drake,
Steve, Rayner, Per Se lle, Gunnar Grend stad and others. W hereas Cultural Theo ry, in italics, will always refer to
the book by Thompson, Wildavsky and Ellis (1990). In my notes I will often refer to Cultural Theory simply by
CT.
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between the individual and culture.2 I take my starting point in this unclear relation
between the individu al and cultu re, and prese nt three specifications of cu ltura l theo ry:
The Co herent Indiv idual, The S equential Ind ividual and The Synthe tic Individua l.
These three specifications differ in the way individuals' cultural biases are effected by
context, and in the wa y rejection of a cultural bias is treated. Coherent individuals'
cultural bias is stable and determined by the context. Sequential individuals shift from
supporting one cultural bias to supporting another when the context changes. The
synthetic individ ual's cultural bias is a put togeth er from se veral cultura l biases, and is
not cohere nt even if it is the same in all co ntexts. Ano ther importa nt differen ce is in
how the y treat rejection or dislike of a culture. In the Coherent Individual Approach
the individual supports one culture and rejects all the others by default. In Sequential
Individual Approach the individual supports several cultural biases, one at a time, and
either rejects or is indifferent towards the cultural biases that she does not sup port. In
the Synthetic Individual Approach the individual supports or rejects all four cultural
biases in different degrees. These three specifications could be essentially different
theories , since th ey differ in such crucial a spects.
In the first chapter I will give a short introduction to cultural theo ry3 ,
discuss the role that the individual's multiple cultural biases and rejections of cultural
biases ha ve in the th eory, a nd th en prese nt my t hree spec ifica tions of c ultural th eory:

2

Grendstad & Selle (1994) describe this debate as a result of vertical conflatation, since the unit of
analysis in is unclear. Some authors claim that cultural theory is about socialized individuals (Dake and
Wildavsky, 1992) and others see cultural theory as a theory about organizations (Rayner, 1992) . Until now the
major positions have been described as coherent individual, and its opposite, coherent culture.
3

The readers who wish a more thorough presentation can refer to Thompson, Ellis and Wildavsky (1990) or
Grends tad and S elle (1995 ).
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The Coherent Individual, The Sequential Individual and Synthetic Individual
Approaches. In the second chapter I will pres ent m y rese arch design and th e sur vey I
use as data material, develop an apparatus of measurement for cultural biases and
exam ine their reliability an d validit y.
In each of the three following chapters, I will run the same analysis based
on different specifications, (i.e., Coherent, Sequential, and Synthetic) of the relation
between individual a nd culture. T heoretical ass umptions and expe ctations con strain
the analyses in different ways. Therefore none of the analyses alone can give an
answer to all questions, and yet each specification must be evaluated on its own
premises. To examine each of these specifications, it is necessary to use statistical
analyses that resemble the structure of the curre nt specificatio n to see ho w the data
could h ave be en crea ted by me chanis ms des cribed b y just this ve rsion of the theo ry.
Each of these parallel analyses contains several parts: First, I will make an
operationalization of individuals' cultural biases based on the apparatus of
measurement developed in the second chapter; Second, I will illustrate cultural biases
through some common sociodemographic background variables like age, level of
education, and social position. (this will also serve as a check for the
operationalization, since we know more about sociodemographics than cultural
biases); Th ird, I shall explo re respond ents' cultural biase s helps us to u nderstand their
party preferences. Here I study the effect that cultural biases have on individuals'
other preferences. These three analytical chapters can also be adressed as an showcase
of cultu ral theor y and the differe nt spec ification s.
The last chapter contains a d iscussion an d evaluatio n of these e mpirical
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analyses and their underlying assumptions. I hope that these analyses can prove to be
an improv ement to th e unspec ified view of the indiv idual's relation to c ulture foun d in
Cultural Theory.

1.1 Introduction to Cultural Theory
Cultural theory was originally founded by anthropologist Mary Douglas and
later applied to political science by Aaron Wildavsky. I will present, and use later, the
version of cultu ral theor y found in the ce ntral wo rk, Cultural Theory, by Thompson,
Wildavsky and Ellis (1990). Sometimes I will refer to other writers and their versions
to show proble ms, con flicts an d areas that still lac k a con sensus .
The use o f some co ncepts in cu ltural theory diffe rs from the ir 'normal'
usage. To clarify my use of concepts h ere I want to present som e definitions used in
Cultural Theory:
Cultural bias refers to share d values and beliefs. Social relations are defined as patterns of
interpersonal relations. When we wish to designate a viable combination of social relations and
cultural bias we speak of a way of life (CT, p. 1).

Cultural theory is based on the notion that our social relations have an effect on
cultural bias, i.e., our shared values and attitudes, and vice versa; our values and
attitudes have an effect on our social relations. In other words, there is a reciprocal
relationship between social relations and cultural bias.4 Those combinations of
cultural bias and social relations that support each other are viable and called ways of

4
In CT the authors cla im that this relations hip is functional a s defined b y Jon Elster (C T 200 -210), bu t it
can be shown that the theory does not full fill all of Elster's criteria for a functional relationship (Harald Grimen,
in Grendstad and Selle's Kulturer som levemåter, 1996)
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life, or cultures. Cultural biases have many different facets. One can see them as
values and opinions legitimating certain social relations; as world-views defining
concepts lik e nature, soc iety and hum an nature; o r as schem as providin g shortcuts to
opinions and solutions in d ifferent problems (CT, p.1, 27,58).
According to the the ory, our social relations can be pre sented w ith the help
of two dimen sions, grid and group:
Group refers to the extent to which an individual is incorporated into bounded units. The greater
the incorpo ration, the mo re individua l choice is subj ect to group determinatio n. Grid denotes the
degree to which an individual's life is circumscribed by externally imposed prescriptions. The more
binding and extensive the sc ope of pr escriptions, the less of life is open to individual ne gotiation.
(CT, p.5)

5

Membership in a strong group gives peo ple their identity. An important c haracteristic
of a group is the clarity and exclusiveness of membership, i.e. the strength of the group
boundaries (Douglas & Wildavsky 1982, p.138). In a strong group there is no doubt
about who is a member and who is not, the boundaries around the group are high and
the individual is bounded by the group decisions, and spends large parts of her6 day
within the group boundaries (CT, p. 5). When there are well-defined boundaries
between us and the outside world, it is a strong group.

Examples of organizations

with strong group boundaries, or high group 7 , could b e a con vent or a com mune .
Grid is referring to the strength of the prescriptions (i.e., rules) and the proportion of
our lives they encompass.

Many inflexible rules concerning a large proportion of

5

Cultural Theo ry takes its basic definitions of grid and group from Mary Do uglas, Natural Symbols:
Explora tions in Cosm ology (Lo ndon: B arrie and R ockliff, 1970 ), viii. (CT, p.100)
6

7

For the sake of simplicity I shall use her to refer to both genders instead of his/her .

It is common to refer to a strong group as a high group, since group is also a dimension. Thus a strong
group has a high value on the group dimension.
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one's life can be characterized as a situation with strong, or high, grid. Both a
commune and a convent have strong group boundaries, i.e., high grid, but they differ
in the origin and number of rules; in the convent the rules are many, given by the
religion and interpreted by the leader, whereas in the commune there are few rules,
and they are m ade by the m embers. S o in the first cas e, the rules are externally
prescribed over the members, whereas in the second case the rules are a result of
negotiation between the members. The convent is thus high grid-high group, and the
commu ne low g rid-high gro up. In this m anner grid a nd group are two se parate
dimension s of social co ntrol:
Individual choice [...] may be constricted either through requiring that a person be bound by group
decisions or by demanding that individuals follow the rules accompanying their station in life (CT,
p. 6).

Certain combinations of grid and
group are supported by certain cultural
biases. Cultural theory claims that there
are five cultural biases: Egalitarianism,
Individualism, Hierarchy, Fatalism, and
Autonomy8 . Four of these are ways of
organizing human interaction or enforcing
social control, and the fifth, autonomy, is a

Figure 1.1 The Five Cultural Biases
Mapped into Grid-Group Space

voluntary absence of social life.9 These

8

The following presentation is mainly based on Cultural Theory but it also takes ideas and interpretations of
cultural theory from Schwatz & Thompson (1990) and Grendstad & Selle (1994).
9
I will leave the autonomous culture out of my treatment of cultural theory, because of several aspects are
still unclear. Auto nomy, or H ermit culture, is a ve ry special culture which has be en little studied em pirically,
since the adherents do not engage themselves in the social life in the same sense as the other cultures do. Rather,
they prefer so litude and a sa fe distance fro m the rest of the so ciety. Of the wo rk done tha t involves Auto nomy,
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cultural biases a re prese nted in th eir grid-g roup lo cations in Figu re 1.1.
The egalitarian cultural bias thriv es in a h igh gro up-low grid situ ation.
Values and attitudes typical for egalitarianism are preference for collective decisions
and distaste f or authority and clear roles, w hich can lea d to difficu lt internal conf licts
and fear of fractions. An example of an individual who lives in a such situation with a
strong membership in a group and few predefined rules would be a member of a selfsufficient w estern com mune. T he ultimate o rganization al solution w ould be a s mall
group with flat structure. Th e preferred strategy is equality in terms of results. Nature
is seen as ephemeral: nature's balance is easily disturbed, and there is no room for
huma n errors ; any actio n may ca use a co llapse.
The individua listic cultural bias is b est supporte d by a low g roup, low grid
position. Here are few boundaries, and even they are subject to negotiation. The
authors giv e a self-ma de Victoria n manuf acturer as an example of an indiv idual in this
kind of co ntex t. Th e ulti mate orga niza tional solutio n is th e fre e ma rket econ omy,
where ev erything will be bought an d sold, resulting in the largest to tal benefit,
according the individua lists. Equality is understood here as equality of chance where
everybody sho uld have th e chance to becom e rich and f amous, an d if one do es not it is
one's own fault. The individualists view nature as benign; Whatever we humans do,
nature will always fall back to a state of balance again.
The hierarch ical cultural bias is found in positions with both high group
and high g rid. This is a cu lture with a p reference f or clearly define d authority
relations, many means for controlling its members, and strong division of labor. An

especially worth mentioning are Thomson 1982a, 1982b, and Thompson & Wildavsky 1986.
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example of a hierarchical individual is a high-caste Hindu villager whose social
position defines his rights and duties in the society. The ultimate organizational
solution is a large and efficient bureaucracy, where everybody performs their duties
accord ing the p rescribe d rules. T he pref erred fo rm of e quality is p rocedu ral equa lity.
Nature is u nderstood as a comb ination of n ature tolerant a nd nature p erverse; natu re is
forgiv ing wit hin som e limits, b ut if thes e limits ar e passe d, collap se will re sult.
Hierarchists support experts who can regulate our actions so that we will not pass
these h idden lim its.
The fatalistic cultural bias is based on a combination of high grid and low
group. We have a situation where there are many rules but not any group to identify
oneself with; thus, the control is purely external. Their lives are determined by
somebody else. An example of individual with a fatalistic cultural bias is the
Victorian m ill owner's hired hand w ho is object f or the ow ners explo itation. In this
culture, the lac k of belief in one's poss ibilities to take con trol over on e's life is
prev alen t. Lif e is "l ike a lotte ry" 10 . Naturally, we f ind neither a n ultimate
organi zatorial s olution nor a m oral pre ferenc e; life is o nly abou t person al surviv al.
For fatalists, na ture is not any m ore explain able than the rest of the w orld; it is
capricio us. Na ture is a ra ndom force o f whic h we c annot a ttain any k nowle dge.
Besides the social organization based on pure cultures, cultural theory has a
notion of regimes and alliances between the cultures. The concept of regime does not
refer to cooperation but merely to coexistence:
An "alliance" differs from a "regime" in that regime refers to the strengths of

10

Elizabeth Gaskell, quoted from Cultural Theo ry p.8.
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the ways of life that exist within a given entity, while alliance refers to how
those ways of life relate to each other. To describe a regime one would want
a snapshot of the distribution of people among the grid and group axes; to
describe an alliance one would have to know about how the adherents of one
way of life got along with adherents of rival ways of life. (CT, p.100 note 7)

Regime s contain ind ividuals from two pred ominating ways of life, w ho thus co mpete
and provide a check for each other's weaknesses11 .

Schwarz and Thompson (1990)

believe that e ach of the cultural biase s has a limited perspective on the w orld, while
having several cultural biases gives an organization a broader perspective. Something
similar can also be seen in Cultural Theory:
A nation in which ways of life are nicely balanced (or, at least, "never entirely
excluded") is less prone to being surprised and will have a wider repertoire to
draw from in responding to novel situations (CT, p.96).12

On the group level this process of balancing and mutual benefit can be seen both in the
regimes and the alliances the ways of life form with each other, but there is no room
for benef its for individu als who c ombine c ultural biases. In dividuals w ill actually
suffer from difficulties in making up their minds.13
In Cultural Theory the authors maintain that three assu mptions are necessary
for the theo ry: the compa tibility condition, the im possibility theorem and the req uisite
variety co ndition . The compatibility condition states that
Shared values and beliefs are [...] not free to come together in any which
way; they are always closely tied to the social relations they help legitimate.

11

There are eight possible regimes, which are formed as combinations of two viable ways of life (the
autonomous life style is excluded). More about the regimes and the cultures' dependency on each other can be
found in Cultural Theo ry (p.4).
12

This argum entation lead s to suppo rt for a particular mode o f governme nt:
"[...] it implies that those political systems that promote diversity of ways of life are likely to do better

that those that rep ress the requ isite variety (CT, p.96)."
13

"Just as to the m an in Dosto yevsky's famous n ovel Notes from the Underground, evidence fo r all
positions wo uld always ap pear equ ally compe lling, so that we co uld never m ake up ou r minds. ( CT, p.265)"
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(CT, p.2)

The valu es and be liefs have a reciprocal re lationship w ith social relation s: certain
values and beliefs help to support c ertain social rela tions; and the opposite, ce rtain
social relations help to support certain values and beliefs. From this understanding
the authors derive their impossibility theorem, which cla ims that:
Five and only five ways of life — hierarchy, egalitarianism, fatalism,
individualism and autonomy — meet [...] conditions of viability (CT, p.3)

The th ird assu mption , the requisite variety condition, can be stated as:
[...] there may be more than five ways of life, but there cannot be fewer (CT, p.4).

In other words, we can have other combinations of cultural bias and social relations
than the five named above, but the other combinations, not being viable, will not
survive over th e long r un. Fu rther, all f ive cultu res mu st be pre sent in a society.

1.2 Rejecting and Combining Cultural
Biases
Because of cultural theory's systemic character and its generality, it has
been difficult to find cases tha t could be used to test the theory 14 . In Cultural Theory
the authors mention one such case; lack of congruence between cultural bias and
social relations :
14

Cultural Theo ry views society as a system in which cultures are in a permanent, dynamic imbalance,
like a flock of starlin gs:
"Always in d isequilibrium , always on the m ove, never e xactly repea ting itself, always having a definite
shape, yet never staying the same shape (unless, of course, all its constituents, the starlings or the people,
are wiped out). Yet, for all its indestructibility, no single shape (or regime, as we might say, in the human
case) has material permanence. It is only the competing destinations - the inextenguishable cultural biases
for the four wa ys of life that persist. ( CT, p.86)"
Given this pepetual movement on a societal level, it is difficult for social scientists to find the stability needed for
empirical research anywhere but in the cultural biases. The real problem arises when we add the unclear relation
between c ultural biases an d individua l (CT, pp.265-267). If stability is only found in cultural biases, and we do
not quite kno w how they re late to individu als, it is hard to do research o n the indivual lev el.
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What would count as evidence against our theory? Most damaging would be a demonstration that
values are little co nstrained by in stitutional relationsh ips. If the same c ultural biases thriv ed in
dissimilar social contexts or, conversely, if dissimilar biases existed in similar social contexts, then
our faith in cultura l theory would be greatly wea kened. ( CT, p. 273)

There have been very few quantitative tests of cultural theory. The openness has made
it difficult, if not impossible, to find general social phenomena that could not be
explain ed by the theory. I ho pe that b y specifying the theo ry in three d ifferen t ways, I
can help cultural theory to gain the precision needed to conduct empirical tests test of
individ uals' relati ons to c ultures.
In an attempt to force the authors of Cultural Theory to clarify their hidden
assumptions, Selle puts forth three sets of assumptions (Selle 1991a, p.108-112)
from w hich the cultural theorists need to choose : First, Coherent Actors. Here the
actors a re assum ed to be have c oheren tly over tim e and in relation to their c ontext, i.e .,
act like a n egalita rian in an egalitaria n organ ization. S econd , External Preferences
(preferences are formed outside the individual). Here the grid-group placement
defines individuals' value preferences (culture). This can also be expressed as the
assum ption o f cohe rent cult ure. Th ird, Free Choice. Here the individuals can choose
between the cultures before joining them. Selle is thus asking for a discussion of
dominance and coercion in cultural theory. I think Selle's critique is very well placed
and ide ntified p roblem s in the c ultural th eory.
My approach is pa rtly based on Selle's criticism. Coercion in cultural theory
can be studied by how, and if, cultural biases are forced upon individuals.

I have

explicitly added the notions of the presence of multiple cultural biases within the
individual, and the rejection of a cultural bias, which help to systematize the
problems identified by Selle. Until now cultural theory has presented conflicting
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views of individuals' relations to cultures, and, at its best - as in Cultural Theory - this
issue is left an open question (CT, p.265-267).
The idea of multiple cultures makes it possible to explain how the individual
relates to severa l cultura l contex ts. If an individual's cultural bias does not fit her
social relations in a given situation, there are several ways to solve the stressful
dilemm a. If the dominant solution is avoidance, the individual maintains a coherent
cultural bias, an d tries to avoid contexts tha t conflict with her cultural b ias. This
responds to Selle's coherent actor. If the dominant solution is compartmentalization
of the cultu res, the individ ual develo ps a seque ntial cultural bia s, which co rresponds to
Selle's coherent culture. If the dominant solution is adaption or learning, the
individual develops a synthesized cultural bias, which resembles Selle's free choice
alternative in its lack of dominance. The concept of strain in my approach is an
explicit mec hanism o f coercion and dom inance by con text over the individual. S train
can have both social and cognitive sources. It can have its origin in one's social
relations and can, for ex ample, be s een in the pr essure grou ps can pu t on individu als to
achieve unanimity on an issue. Strain can also have its origin in the interdependence
of belief system s. It can be har d to justif y belie fs that are clea rly contradicto ry (CT,
p.264). Even if dominance is not the main focus, I am addressing it indirectly, by
definin g the w ays the ind ividual is influe nced in trying to so lve the s tressfu l situation .
In my view there is too narrow a range of answers if we are only to be
interested in which culture the individual supports (as in Coherent and Sequential
Individual). We should instead ask how individuals relate to the dif ferent c ultures.
This allows possibilities for different types of answ ers. I base my view on following
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arguments.
The concept of the possibility of combinations of cultural views should not
present anything surprising; the examples of the different cultures given in Cultural
Theory are not everyday examples: a H indu high-caste, an unorg anized weave ry
worker, a factory owner from the last century and a member of a self-sufficient
western commune.

These examples are special cases. If this theory has the universal

applicab ility Cultural Theory claims it has, why are these examples so far fetched?
To explain political values and attitudes we need a theory that can reflect reality for
most o f the po pulation , not for a mino rity who h ave ch osen ex traordin ary ways o f life.
Further, our everyday life does not involve clear-cut situations. I believe it is much
more re alistic to a ssume that thes e culture s have a n effe ct as com bination s.
There is no reason why individuals cannot be self-contained regimes15 ,
drawing upon the a dvantage s that suppo rting several c ultures can g ive. This view is
strengthened by the notion of compatibility between the cultures; how none of the
cultures alone are a proper base for organizing society, but the combinations form a
balance an d weigh out each o thers wea knesses. So , if this is the wa y it works in
society, why would individuals rely on only one culture, and suffer from the
weaknesses of the one they choose?16 If I were an egalitarian (either coherent or
sequential individual) I would prefer only a negotiable order, and strongly reject

15

In Cultural Theo ry the authors use the concept "self-contained regime" together with what I call the
Sequential Individual. I believe that self-contained regime can just as well be applied to the Synthetic Individual
Approach.
16

Cultural biase s are not only a source of va lues and attitude s, but also of a w orldview an d short cuts to
action. In a co mplex wo rld the cultural b ias offers an effective way to make priorities and in some ways
resembles a scheme.
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competition between individuals and clear relations of authority. It does not seem
likely that individu als are so na rrow-min ded. The m erging of c ultures also m akes it
easier for the individual to deal with an unfamiliar situation; they have the same
advantages as regimes on the organizational level (several perspectives give several
possible solutions to any given problem). I believe that individuals can enjoy the same
kind of advantages from cultural combinations as an organization does from a cultural
alliance or regim e.
My second argument is based on the fact that even if in Cultural Theory
there are references to people rejecting cultures, there is no theoretical discussion of
the importance and role of rejection. At present, cultural theory focuses mainly on
suppo rt for a c ulture. I th ink that, o ppositio n, rejection of a culture as a solution, is
often at least as important as support for another one. We are all familiar with social
situations in which we are expected to act in a certain manner, but we know only how
we do not want to act. Many people expend much m ore effort in working against
someth ing than they do in suppo rting som ething.
Besides opposition there is also the state of indifference, where the culture
in ques tion is ac ceptab le for th e individ ual, but n either pr eferred nor det ested. M y
suggestion is that an individual's cultural bias might be best described by her attitude
to all four cultural biases, which might range from support through a state of
indiffere nce to r ejection . If an individ ual suppo rts two of th e cultures, she is likely to
find a wa y of integrating these two in action; life is fu ll of comp romises. O r in
another combination, if she is supporting only one culture, indifferent towards two and
against the fourth, then she is most likely to try to cope with solutions offered by the
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supported culture. If she then need s more altern atives, she is m ost likely to accep t a
solution based on a compromise with either of the two she is indifferent about, and not
likely to even consider the fourth solution which she is opposed to. If this is so, we
can prob ably find out w hy certain parties a nd individu als are more willing to
comp romise , and oth ers less.
There is also a purely methodological reason to include rejection of a
cultural bias in the theoretical discussion. The few other statistical analyses based on
cultural theory do not discuss the rejection of cultures. This is a serious drawback,
because most statistical techniques cannot separate the effects of support and rejection
when the strength of a relationship is measured. Thus, most measures of correlation
show a moderately high value when there is a system either in rejection or support, and
a higher - perhaps even double as high value - when both rejection and support follow
a single pattern. Both methodologically and theoretically this is an important
distinction which until now has largely been overlooked. In the Coherent Individual
and Seq uential Indiv idual App roaches I d eliberately code v ariables to rem ove all
information about rejection in order to have analyses that fit each version of the
theory.
I will next elaborate these three specifications of cultural theory: the
Cohe rent Ind ividual, t he Seq uential I ndivid ual and the Synth esized I ndivid ual. Table
1.1 is an ov erview of the th ree sets o f assum ptions f or cultu ral theor y I am pro posing .
I will discuss what the theory looks like (given these assumptions), present some
authors who, in my view, can be placed within one or the other of the particular sets of
assumptions, and hypothesize about what kind of effect I would expect to find in the
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Sequential
Individual

Coherent
Individual

Synthesized
individual

Individuals' Context

Single

Multiple

Multiple

Reaction to multiple
contexts

Strain

Strain

Strain

Solution

Cultural dominance
and avoidance of
contexts, selective
perception

Compartmentalization, Selective
perception,
Internalization of bias

Learning over
cultural borders,
opoturnism

Organization of
Culture s in
Individu al

Consistent

Sequential separation

Synthesized

Stable values and
preferances across
contexts

yes

no

yes

Cultural Biases
Present in Individual

One

Multiple

Synthetized

Individuals Cultural
Bias variab le

nominal with
4 categories

nominal with
16 categories

4 continuous
variables

The effect o f a
combination of biases

Should not occur,
Strain

Non-ad ditive effect ,
no interaction

Additive e ffects,
as only interaction

Table 1.1 Three se ts of assumptions for c ultural theory

empiric al mate rial.

1.3 The Coherent Individual
The idea of a coherent individual17 in a coherent culture is found in the
oldest v ersions of cultu ral theor y, especia lly in Mar y Doug las' writin gs (197 0, 1982 ,
1992). The individual is here firmly placed in one grid-group position that renders the

17

Coherent Individual with capitals is referring to the set of assumptions or approach, coherent individual
with small letters, refers to an individual who fulfills these assumptions.
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individual within one cultural membership. The theory originally draws inspiration
from pre -modern societies, wh ere individu als did not w ander arou nd from group to
group looking for their own identity, but, rather, had a firm understanding of who they
were a nd wh ere they b elonge d.
The Co herent Indiv idual App roach can also be iden tified in Tho mpson, E llis
& W ildavsk y's book, Cultur al Theo ry. The authors describe two conflicting principles
that control the relation between context and individuals cultural bias, and the
Coheren t Individual c orrespond s to the first one :
Given that individuals find themselves in different social contexts in different
areas of their lives, the interesting question is how they cope with this
situation. Is there a strain to consistency on the part of the individuals or do
individuals compartmentalize the rival ways of life (Thompson et al. 1990,
p.266. Emphasis and underlining by me)?

The Co herent Indiv idual App roach is ver y similar to the end state that wo uld result
from strain to consistency: an individual with only one cultural bias. The authors of
Cultural Theory describe two different mechanisms creating pressure towards internal
consistenc y; social pressure and cogn itive pressure (s ee p. 12). In m y approach I w ill
emphasize the results from these pressures: avoidance of conflicting grid-group
positions by the coherent individual. It is possible that there is no significant
difference, and my Coherent Individual approach is fully compatible with the
processes described in Cultural Theory.
The Coherent Individual Approach is found not only in these and other
works on cultural theory, but also in the entire tradition working with worldviews;
including both social scientists and philosophers.

In social science it is commo nly

assum ed that w e have only one cultural identity, or, a s psycho logists w ould ca ll it, a
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personality. This has been the assum ption used in Almo nd and Verb a's landmark
study on Civic Culture and in the whole tradition after them.18 These assumptions also
correspond to research done on environmental worldviews, where it is assumed that
there exists a strong individuality (personality) that persists independent of context19 .
In the empirical analysis there will be two findings supporting the Coherent
Individual Approach. First, individuals actually support only one cultural bias,
rejecting the others. Second, as an alternative to this, one of the individual's cultural
biases dominates over the other cultural biases. If this is so, the Coherent Individual
Approach should explain why people prefer one party over another (this assumes, of
course, that cultural theory has some explanatory power, when defined in a proper
way). Unfortunately, this is not enough by itself; the explanations should also be
better than those provided by either the Sequential or the Synthetic Individual
Approaches. There will not be any interaction effects between the cultural biases,
because in dividual ha s only one bias by default.
To summarize, I will reiterate the assumptions used in the Coherent
Individ ual Ap proach . Individ uals ha ve a stab le cultur al bias, al most lik e a pers onality.
An ind ividual s uppor ts one c ultural b ias acros s all con texts (gr id-grou p positio ns).
Futher, an individual might have a set of preferences that conflicts with the grid-group
position in some of her contexts, and this causes stress. There is a pressure towards a
coherent cultural bias. Simultaneous stress and pressure towards a coherent cultural

18

There is a good presentation of this tradition in Classics in Voting Behavior (Niemi & Weisberg

1993).
19
Good examples of this kind of research are found in Dunlap & Van Liere 1978, Buss, Craik & Dake
198 5, A rcu ry 19 90, Cot gro ve 1 982 , No e & S now 199 0, an d D ake 199 0 & 199 1. A lso I nge lhar t's
Postmaterialism-Materialism scale relies on the same assumption (1977, 1988).
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bias create cross pressure that is likely to lead to exit from contexts that cause stress,
or to a change of the cultural bias. If the Coherent Individual Approach describes the
data well I should find that individuals either support only one cultural bias or that
only the m ost sup ported cultural bias ha s signific ant eff ects.

1.4 The Sequential Individual
To depict the individual's relation to culture, cultural thorists often use the
image of a sequential individual operating in coherent cultures.20 This view has been
advocated by, among others, Wildavsky, Thompson, Ellis, Grendstad and Selle. As I
mentioned earlier, Thompson, Ellis, and Wildavsky (1990) describe two conflicting
principles that control the relation between the individual's culture and the context; the
Sequential Individual Approach corresponds to the second one:
Is there a strain to consistency on the part of the individuals or do
individuals compartmentalize the rival ways of life? (CT, p.266, emphasis
and underlining added by me)

Thompson et al. present here the second strategy which they believe individuals adopt
in a situation of multiple contexts, compartmentalization. I prefer to call this the
Sequential Individual A pproach, since the differen t cultures not only form
comp artmen ts but the se com partme nts are se parated by time an d space .
[...] we would expect that an individual's bias will be consistent only to the extent that his social
context is consistent. An individual may find himself in cutthroat com petition with his business
rivals, hierarchic al relations in the m ilitary, egalitarian relatio ns at home, w hile treating certa in
areas of life, say inability to carry a tune, with a fatalistic resignation. (Thompson et al. 1990,
p.265)

20
I shall here con tinue to follow the same system o f notation: the Se quential Ind ividual App roach, with
capital letters is referring to the set of assumptions, and a sequential individual with small letters refers to an
individual who possesses the qualities postulated by the Sequential Individual Approach.
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Thompson et al. explain also how it is possible to sustain compartmentalization in an
individual:
The compartmentalization of biases may come about either through an
individual's failure to perceive contradictions between competing biases [...]
or through a positive belief that different biases in different spheres are
beneficial (Thompson et al. 1990, p.266).

There are thus two separate processes on the individual level; the contradictions might
not be perceived, and if they are perceived they can be considered to be something
positive. An example of this would be an individual who is well aware of the different
roles he or she has in society. A drill sergeant might have a hierarchical cultural bias
when a t work, and be an indiv idualist in civilian lif e. This situation is easy to
rationalize for our drill sergeant; the army is best run with one kind of system (strong
rules and strong leadership), and the society is best served with an other kind of
system (f ew rule s, everybo dy takes c are of th emselv es).
There is no t merely a sepa ration of the c ultural biases; th ey can also va ry in
their importa nce for the individual:
[...] most individuals do find themselves inhabiting one way of life more than
the others. As within Goethe's Faust, there may be more than one soul
dwelling within an individual's breast, but the competing allegiances are not
equally divided among the possible ways. (Thompson et al. 1990, p.267)

It seems quite clear that the authors believe that the individual has several cultural
biases that mi ght b e bal ance d dif fere ntly fr om in dividual to in dividual, but still a lways
kept separate, creating a situation where there is more tha n one sou l dwelling w ithin
an individual's breast.

These co mpeting cu ltural biases w ill not disappe ar even if

there is pressure towards conformity within the individual, since there will be a
multitude of social contexts. The social contexts still determine how many and what
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kind of cultural biases the individual will have. The cultural biases are internalized
and beco me an inte gral part of th e individual.
When w e apply the assu mptions of the Seque ntial Individu al Appro ach in
empirical analysis, there should be no additive interaction effects between individuals'
supported cultural biases. This can be studied by comparing monocultural and
bicultural individuals' party preferences.21
To summarize, I will again present the assumptions used in the Sequential
Individual Approach. Cultural biases are internalized and closely connected to a
context. Individuals support several cultural biases, which vary in their importance,
and are kept separate from each other. These are connected to the roles the individual
has, so that change of a role can entail change of cultural bias, but it does not need to,
since several roles can be based on the same cultural bias. There is a limit for the
frequency of cultural bias changes, which leads to situations where individuals cultural
bias and context are in conflict. So, stress can be caused by either too frequent change
of cultural biases or a conflict between individuals' cultural bias and social relations.
Because individuals have the ability to change their cultural bias to adjust to the
dominant culture in a given situation, most individuals' cultural bias will fit the context
they are in. There is no core of values, attitudes and beliefs in the individual, unless
some cultural biases dominate over others, but even then there is fluctuation from one
set of opinions to another set of opinions. The main characteristic for statistical
purposes is the lack of additive interaction effects.

21

A more tho rough exp lanation of wh y this is so can be fo und in Cha pter 4.
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1.5 The Synthesized Individual
The synthesized individual in multiple contexts has not been used in cultural
theory, but I feel th at adding th is as an alterna tive to the tw o first version s is
warranted. The synthesized individual differs in several ways from the two other
versions of cultural theor y I have prese nted in this ch apter. The d ifferent cultural
biases are not kep t separate bu t synthesized in the individual.22 This synthesis
should reflect the strength of the cultural biases around the individual, or in other
words, in the cultures in which the individual participates in. Thus, an individual who
spends most of her time in a hierarchical culture probably has most of her values and
attitudes from hierarchical bias. One difference between the Sequential and the
Synthetic Individual Approaches is in individuals' relations to contexts. The sequential
individual separates the cultural biases, i.e., has fairly complete sets of values and
opinions for each context. The synthesized individual exhibits coherent opinions
across contexts, formed by mixing several cultural biases together into only one set of
values and opinions for all contexts. The synthetic drill sergeant would look different
from the sequential drill sergeant. The synthetic drill sergeant has a mixture of
hierarc hical an d indiv idualistic cultural biases w hether a t work or in his c ivilian lif e.
In the army he would c omplem ent the prev ailing hierarch ical culture w ith his
individualistic ideas and values. He would rely on the same combination of cultural
biases also in his civilian life. Cultural biases can in many ways be thought as

22
This synthesis w ill happen o n the individua l level. In society the c ultural biases ca n still be seen in their
idealtypical representations. An organization that has traits of both Hierarchy and Egalitarianism would still be
described as a regime, but in addition to individuals of both cultures there can be individuals who support
elements of b oth cultural bia ses.
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schemas which provide shortcuts to information that can be used to solve a problem
(CT, p.57-58). T hus, our drill se rgeant can use both the hierarchical a nd individu alistic
schemas in any situation.23 He is prob ably aware tha t the individu alistic schem as will
not work too well in the hierarchical setting of his army unit, but when the hierarchical
solutions fail he is likely to use his knowledge from other areas of life, and find an
individ ualistic so lution to the pro blem.
The primary difference between the Sequential and the Synthetic Individual
Approaches is that where in the Sequential Individual the cultural biases are separated
according to context (grid-group position), in the Synthesized Individual the individual
is using elements of the cultural biases across contextual boundaries.24 In other words,
in the Sequential Individual learning across contextual borders is difficult and perhaps
impossible (what is valid in one situation do not seem to have any relevance in an
other situation). In the Synthesized Individual solutions based on any cultural bias can
be used a t any time and a nywhere (a ll situations are the same). W hether they w ill
solve th e probl em on hand is anothe r matter, b ut it is up to the indiv idual to t ry it out.
The functional explanation (viability of a way of life) thus corresponds with, and can
be explained on the individual level both with the Sequential and Synthetic Individual
Approaches. Individuals will find it useful (practical and easy) to use solutions based

23

It is not necessar y for the conc ept of synthesis, to g ive individua l as much freed om, as I hav e done he re.
It is also possible to imagine, that the context determine s individuals' cultural bias, even if individual's bias is a
synthesis. I prefer to define the synthetic individual as less dependent of context to create a contrast to the
sequential ind ividual.
24

This second characteristic, the loose connection between context and cultural bias, is not a necessary
part of the Synthetic Individual Approach. It is possible to imagine an individual with a synthetic cultural bias
that is determined by the context, but I feel that by giving the individual more freedom I have achieved a more
realistic interpretation of the theory: an individual with free will, influenced, but not determined, by her social
relations.
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on cultural biases that dominate in a situation. The difference is that where the
sequential individual would be pressured to use the dominant culture in a given
situation, the synthetic individual can choose freely. Because a solution that
corresp onds to the dom inant cu ltural bia s in a con text is m ost likely to work best, I
would still expect the synthetic individual's cultural biases to reflect the contexts.25
If the Synthetic Individual Approach has empirical support, I should find
that the in teraction effect s betw een an individu al's cultur al biases are ma inly additiv e.
Because the individu al does no t separate cultu ral biases bu t mixes them together, their
effects sho uld simply be a dded toge ther. This sho uld be visible in individua ls' party
preferences.26 For example, if both hierarchists and egalitarians prefer DNA, the
Norwegian Labor party, an individual with both hierarchical and egalitarian
preferences prefers DNA twice as much, or at least significantly more than either
hierach ists or eg alitarians .
To summarize, the Synth etic Indiv idual is b ased on follow ing assu mption s.
Individuals live comf ortably in multiple cultural conte xts. They form their own stable
set of p referen ces by co mbinin g cultur al biases into a synth esis on a n indiv idual lev el.
The individual can separate different issues from each other, and can utilize the
cultural biase s to differen t degrees on different issu es. The ind ividual's relation to
cultural biases can be described by different degrees of support and rejection. The
different lev els of supp ort influenc e what kin d of com promise th e individua l is likely

25
Even if I allow for much more individual freedom in the Synthetic Individual than in the other
appraoches, the basic condition of viability is still upheld. Cultural biases and social relations still have a
reciprocal relationship; only the mechanism has been changed.
26

A more thourough discussion of the effects and how to identify them is in the Chapter five.
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to make. Statistically, the main characteristic is the additivity of the cultural biases'
effects on individuals' other preferences.
Even if th ere are som e theoretical arg uments su pporting the Synthetical
Individual Approach, it is still an unsolved and primarily empirical question whether
the cultural biases in individuals are best described by the Coherent, Sequential, or
Synthesized I ndividual A pproach es. Before proceedin g to the em pirical analysis I w ill
present my empirical material and examine the reliability and validity of the cultural
bias measurements.
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